
Study Guide for MU341 Final Exam 
 

The exam will be 1 hour 50 minutes.   

The exam is on Monday, Dec 10
th

 at 1 pm in the usual classroom. 

For the Final: 
Please bring your own pen or pencil.  I will provide the exam paper.   

No other material will be allowed during the exam. 

The Final Exam will begin promptly at 1:00 and end promptly at 2:50 

 

Course Material-  
1. The Final will cover all of the material from the entire term. 

2. The Final may also cover the material from the course textbook. 

3. The Final may contain True/False, Multiple Choice, Matching, Fill in the 

blank, and Essay. 

4. The Final will concentrate mostly on the general ideas (big picture stuff) for 

each of the sections covered.  However, there will be a few questions that 

delve into more detail (to separate the A’s from the B’s).  Therefore, you 

should study from general to specific. 

5. Essay Questions: The exam will contain longer essay questions.  You will be 

asked to write in depth on one or more of the following questions. 

A. Describe a “heart of worship”.  Why is it important?  How can it be 

cultivated?  What are the hindrances to a heart of worship? 

B. What are the roles of a worship leader?  What is the primary 

purpose/goals/strategy in each of these roles? 

C. Describe the ideal worship service. 

D. How does a worship leader go beyond the role of a song leader/music leader?  

E. Describe the concept of secret obedience and how it applies to worship 

leadership. 

F. Describe the activities of the worship leader in terms of human direction and 

spiritual leadership. 

G. Describe the roles of a worship leader in terms of coach, pastor/friend, and 

leader. 

H. Describe the metaphor of the tour-bus journey and the implications for 

designing a worship service. 

I. What is the difference between multi-cultural and inter-cultural, and how can 

inter-cultural dynamic happen? 



6. The Final may include, but not be limited to the following topics: 

A. Philosophy of worship leadership review.  

B. The gifts, callings, and functions of a worship leader.  

C. The heart of worship, what it is, why it is necessary, and how it can be 

guarded and cultivated  

D. Why is character important, what integrity looks like.  

E. How worship is informed by the Nature and Character of God 

F. The prophetic and sensitivity in worship  

G. General leadership principles, how to create team atmosphere, creating trust 

and cultivating vision  

H. Building team: 3 metaphors- coach, friend/pastor, leader  

I. Working with Pastoral Staff and leadership  

J. Working with artists and production teams 

K. Finding new songs, evaluating new songs, Introducing new songs  

L. CCLI/Copyright and organizing a music library  

M. Making leadsheets: different types, what to do, what not to do  

N. Planning a service: 3 things to keep in mind, choosing songs and making lists, 

worship as a journey, collecting and categorizing songs  

O. Making sets that flow: definition of flow, flow killers, achieving flow  

P. Creative arrangements/changing songs: possible ways to change a song, 

reasons to change a song  

Q. Children’s worship: what children need, what we need to remember, what 

songs are good, using children to lead, encouraging children  

R. Leading in different contexts: Adult, Youth, Different size groups  

S. Intergenerational/Intercultural worship: difference between multi- and inter-, 

the intercultural dynamic  

T. Leading in rehearsals and services: preparation, prayer, input, team dynamics, 

correcting people, speaking parts, working with pastor and team  

U. Leading in services: What a worship leader does- enculturation/training, 

human leadership (signals etc.) and spiritual leadership  

V. Flow/dynamics/transitions/vamps: flow of service, flow of music, dynamics 

and layering, transitions during services, transitions between songs, vamps  

W. Rehearsals/Vamps: General rules for rehearsals, good rehearsals, Vamps 

(what they are, how to do them, how to coach them), dynamics (need, how to) 

transitions (the key, types of beginnings, types of endings)  

X. Practical preparation, suggestions, lifelong strategies/questions, keeping the 

tools sharp and being creative before God  

Y. Walking in worship: passion and performance, the door to intimacy, the fruit 

of intimacy, lifestyle  

Z. Leading in a community: different ministry roles, relationship with team, Ups 

and Downs, encouraging expression  

AA. Preparing and delivering a worship set, leading the team, developing 

leaders, songwriting  

 

 
 


